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 And more, is a truly remarkable instrument. Features 24 Intuitive Instruments – with one shape, you can play anything on the keyboard. Play in four octaves, with great precision, play chords or solo at the same time. Songwriting and Arranging – more than 30 preset melodies, when you put the song title on the top line, and choose the key and the tempo. You can even create your own song, let your
songs fly. The ultimate piano – the ideal instrument to discover, including any type of music style. A total palette of effects – read a song, and then feel like you’re actually there. With 26 effects (including 15 virtual instruments and 11 drum machines), you can create your own unique sound. Professional songwriter – for music production, composition and songwriting, the professional songwriter that
has built a reputation as an artist of versatile skills. 1. Songwriting Assistant Writing a song, is the song is never an easy task. But this is much easier with the assistance of Music Assistant. Music Assistant is a powerful application that will help you easily to write a song in the most convenient way. It allows you to choose from among any of the existing pop songs, classical, jazz, ballad, alternative and
so on. All you have to do is to choose any song from the list, to write a new one. After that, you can view the lyrics, chords, instruments, and the guitar. What’s more, you can even write a new lyrics for the song, by simply adding the lyrics and setting the song to a new one. Music Assistant can be used to create your own songs, for all kinds of artists. Also, you can share your song, via social network to
get others’ feedback and tips. 2. eKey – Fade in or Out Vocal eKey is an outstanding music software that will provide you with a software that provides a “Damp or Dry” effect for your audio. In short, eKey is a combination of a vocoder and a pitch shifter. With eKey, you can obtain a vocoder effect, with the pitch shifting function. The steps for using the software eKey are very simple. You simply

insert the song you wish to manipulate into the app. In addition to 82157476af
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